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ABSTRACT 
If for an element a of a Banach algebra A the local spectrum at the identity differs from the 
ordinary spectrum, then a does not have the single valued extension property at any element of A. 
In [I], [2], the notions of the theory of spectral localization, which are well- 
known for the actions of operators on one-dimensional subspaces of their 
range, are generalized to an arbitrary Banach algebra A with identity element e. 
In the following we use the definitions and notations of [l]. For elements of a 
Banach algebra, just as for operators, it is of prime interest whether they have 
the single valued extension property (s.v.e.p.; [l] Definition 1.2). In [l] much 
attention is paid to the local spectrum at the identity, ~(a; e). In the present 
note we give some additional results on the relation of s,v.e.p. and the set 
a(a)\o(a; e); our strongest result will be Theorem 3 which implies that if a does 
not have s.v.e.p. at e then a does not have s.v.e.p. at any element whatsoever. 
We start with a generalization of a theorem of Vasilescu’s ([4]); our proof 
will be the adaptation to the Banach algebra setting of some observations from 
a recent paper by Finch ([3]). 
THEOREM 1. Let cz, cE A, p f @(a; c). If C,“=* (A -~)~b~ is a local resolvent of 
a at c in a disc with center p, then ata; b,) = a(a; c) (n = 0, 1, . . .). 
PROOF. Vasilescu’s theorem ([4] Proposition 2.2) implies for our situation 
that if u is a local resolvent of a at c in a neighbourhood of ,u, then a(a; u(p)) = 
= a(a; c); so a(a; bo) = a(a; c) to begin with. From 
f(A): = (Ae - a) j, (A - p)“b, = c 
it follows that (pe - a)bo = c and (pe- a&,+, = - b, (n = 0, 1, . ..). The latter 
identity can be written as 
b,= -(Ae-a)b,+l +(A-pL)bn+l. 
If we substitute this for n = k+ 1, k+ 2, . . . in the (k+ 1)st derivative of f(A), 
careful calculation shows that: 
-bk=(Ae-a) i (A.-p)nb,+k+I. 
n=o 
So Vasilescu’s theorem applied once more certifies 
@a; bk+d=& &A (k=O, 1, . ..). 0 
The study of the s.v.e.p. is in fact the study of the open set S’(a), the union of 
the domains of all non-zero local resolvents of a at 0 (see [l], 2.6). Our next 
result is that a(a)\a(a; e) lies entirely in this set S’(a). 
THEOREM 2. Let aE A. Then a(a)\o(a; e)cS’(a). 
PROOF. Let PE a(a)\a(a; e). Since the boundary of a(a) belongs to a(a; e) 
([l] Theorem 3.4), there is a neighbourhood of p inside o(a)\o(a; e). For A in 
such a neighbourhood Ae - a has a right inverse and no two-sided inverse, hence 
Ae - a does not have a left inverse. Let u be a local resolvent of a at e on a neigh- 
bourhood Q of ,LI, with Qc o(a)\o(a; e). Then (ne- a)@) = e; u(A)(Ae - a) f e 
(3, E Q). The function w(A): = e- u(A)(J,e- a) is analytic on Q and satisfies 
w(A)#O, (ne- a)w(A> = 0 on 0. Hence QcS’(~) andpu S’(a). 0 
The inclusion in Theorem 2 can be proper, For an example we refer to 
Gerards ([2] p. 19,2O), who constructed a Banach algebra and an element a of it 
for which the closure of S’(a) equals a(a) (which is never empty) and for which 
a(a; e) also equals a(a). Although S’(a) and o(a)\a(a; e) are not always equal 
they bear a certain resemblance which we now investigate a little. Both S’(a) and 
a(a)\a(a; e) are open subsets of a(a). In [I] (Theorem 2.8) it is proved that 
PEES’(~) iff there is CEA with c#O; (pe-a)c=O and ~(a; c)=O=o(a; 0). For 
c(a)\~~(a; e) the analogous statement reads: p E o(a)\a(a; e) iff there is CE A 
with c(pe - a) # e; (flue - a)c = e and o(a; c) = a(a; e). Theorem 1 for n = 0 and 
the fact that p E ~(a; e) iff there is CE A with (pe - a)c=e ([l] Theorem 3.3) 
constitute a proof of this statement. Applying Theorem 1 again, we may extend 
the analogy to the other Taylor coefficients of local resolvents as follows. If 
,U E s’(a) then there is a sequence bo, b,, . . . E A with b. f 0; (pue - a) b. = 0; 
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(w-4bn+I = -b,; a@; b,) = a(a; 0). If ,DE a(a)\a(a; e) then there is a 
sequence bo, bl, . . . EA with b&e--a)#e; (pe-a)bo=e; (pe-a)b,+l = -b,; 
a@; b,) = a@; e). Our main result is an easy consequence of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let a~ A; a(a) #~(a; e). Then a does not have s.v.e.p. at any 
be A 
PROOF. Let b E A then a has s.v.e.p. at b iff S’(a) t-t&z; b) = 0. But a(a; b) c 
~@a; e) ([l] Lemma 3.2), hence (a(a)\o(a; e))~e(a; b). By Theorem 2 we 
now have S’(a) fl ~(a; b) f 0. a 
If s.v.e.p. is a desirable property, then the best that can happen is that a has 
s.v.e.p. at 0; in that case S’(a) = 0 and a has s.v.e.p. at every element. In fl] it is 
proved that if a has s.v.e.p. at e (i.e. o(a) = a(a; e)) then a has s.v.e.p. at every 
right invertible element. By Theorem 3 the worst case is that a does not have 
s.v.e.p. at e, for then a has s.v.e.p. nowhere. 
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